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Hello and welcome to your national 
Weatherlands update right here from the 
Council of Forecasters.
For the vast majority of the City of Celestia it will be 
another fine day with more lovely weather to come 
throughout the week.

But there’s always one or two exceptions in the 
Weatherlands… It’s no surprise that Trickle Towers in the 
West will have a drab morning with continuous showers, 
likely to continue into Thursday and every single day 
beyond that. 

We’ve seen a slight drop in temperature in the south of 
the Forest of Fahrenheits which has caused some icy 
conditions at the Jumping Puddles, and the easterly 
wind from the Windsock Weather Wobbler Arena is 
likely to push that cold air into the Airy apartments and 
further East towards the Weatherstone Circle. So those 
of you visiting the standing stones over the next few 
days might want to take a scarf!

There’s the possibility within the Northern hills and Sky 
Academy that we could see an increase in cloud-
creatures, and one or two cloud-creatures around the 
Sun Citadel.

Temperatures around the silver lining could dip down 
two or three degrees, but this is very normal for this time 
of year. 

Increasing levels of lightning around the Bolt Buildings in 
the South East suggest some rogue activity in the area, 
however, the Council of Forecasters will be keeping a 
close eye on this over the next few days.

Overall, the city of Celestia is seeing a MUCH calmer 
week after the knickernados and raining geese from last 
week’s major storm. But Rainbow Grey came to the 
rescue to provide us with an extra special dose of 
rainbows and gorgeous weather throughout the 
Weatherlands. The council of Forecasters now remain in 
full control of the weather once again after the wrath of 
Tornadia Twist and wish you a pleasant week!
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